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Intro

Interested in next-generation routing.

I Finding and making better use of existing structure in networks

I Richer ways of describing network state



k-shell graph decomposition

I An assignment of nodes of a connected graph to a series of

concentric �shells�

I Useful for core structural analysis of graphs

I Relatively inexpensive

I Possible application to landmark selection for compact routing

protocols (Stephen Strowes)



k-shell algorithm de�nition

1: k ← 0

2: Gk ← G

3: while |Gk | > 0 do

4: while there exists a node v in Gk with degree ≤ k do

5: delete v and its edges from Gk

6: end while

7: Gk+1 ← Gk

8: k ← k + 1

9: end while

End result: Nodes in a k-th shell have at least k connections to

other nodes of that shell



Example

Basic k-shell assignment



Distributed k-shell

I Standard algorithm:

I global knowledge of the graph
I calculation of Gk+1 depends on Gk

I A distributed version would be useful

I Act only on local information available from neighbours

I Use known bounds to estimate highest k-shell membership

I Can not be higher than degree - use this as initial estimate
I nth membership requires n neighbours that are members of
n-shell

I Update neighbours

I Idea is algorithm iteratively relaxes toward correct values



Distributed k-shell algorithm de�nition

1: k ← degree(self )
2: for all n ∈ neighbours do

3: kn ← degree(self )
4: send to n: k

5: end for

6: loop

7: Wait to receive kn from any neighbour

8: k ← kbound()
9: for all n ∈ neighbours do

10: send to n: k

11: end for

12: end loop



Simulation

I Implemented the algorithm in an abstract network simulator

I Ran it on generated graphs, with increasing numbers of nodes:

I Lattice: grid network, with connections to 4 neighbouring
nodes, other than at edges

I ScaleFree: preferential-attachment, according to the
Barabasi-Albert model

I �Random�: For each node, add links to random other link until
degree is >= 3.

I Veri�ed distributed algorithm results against the standard,

global algorithm



Time taken
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Ratio of shell memberships for ScaleFree



TODO

I More data

I on above models to smooth out noise
I on more graph models & real-world data

I Proof: Convergence & correctness

I Other distributed graph analysis algorithms
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